
M
any analysts of Mexico-U.S. rela-
tions predicted the bilateral agen-
da would be frozen after the Sep -

tember 11 crisis. The U.S. reaction to foreign
aggression was vigorous and generally reaf-
firmed the most traditional national state. The
United States, which had fostered the opening
of markets to build the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and broadly support-
ed and taken on board globalization on a world

scale, suddenly stepped on the brake and turned
inward to mitigate the uncertainty that the ex -
terior was causing it. 

This reaction, understandable at first, should
be learned as a historic lesson. Protecting North
America with extreme security measures has
prevented another attack on its territory, but
since the first days, it began to create problems
in other spheres like inter national trade, tou r -
ism and the transit of people. While it is true
that potential terrorists have been limited in their
actions, it is also true that life has become more
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difficult for economic actors in the re -
gion since both the guilty and the in no -
cent have had to deal with an incipient,
“stressed” se curity apparatus whose
express mission was to turn the United
States into a fortress.

Clearly, this new situation has had
economic effects that would be inter-
esting to measure in many countries
with close ties to the United Sates, but
the most affected have been its North
American trade partners, Mex ico and
Canada. Many of the advances that
NAFTA had spawned in terms of the
exchange of goods and legitimate trav-
el by the business community sudden-
ly had to face a new generation of bar-
riers and obstacles, from changes in
passports to increasingly sophisticated
controls of exports.

If until 2001, NAFTA members had
worked to demolish the protectionist
apparatus of the three economies, con -
cern that security would become a new
form of neo-protectionism soon man-
ifested itself in Mexico City and Otta -
wa, and also —it is only fair to say— in
the United States.

This also has to be seen as an im -
portant lesson because it shows the
degree of integration of the three eco n -
omies today. Despite the legitimate
concern of the security apparatuses
about averting another terrorist attack,
the productive and business commu-
nity had in fact appropriated the no tion
of North America. And, although every -
one shared the security concerns, they
at the same time claimed the right to
keep open the North American econ-
omy. For productive chains like the
auto industry, the borders that meant
something like crossing the Tropic of
Cancer soon became very difficult to
cross. The nascent security guidelines,
the massive control of cargo and the

increasinglydetailed surveillance of tra v -
elers and their luggage made trade,
the economy and tourism more difficult
and expensive.

For the region’s three countries, the
need to make the security agenda jibe
with regional competitiveness became
a priority. The rest of the world’s re gions
continued to integrate and ex change at
more or less the same rate and North
Amer ica faced the false dilemma of
opting for security or prosperity.

We should recognize that in our
region the idea of mutual dependen-
cy for intensifying the three countries’
competitiveness in the global market

is not yet fully accepted by all. It has
also not been easy to understand that
in the North American security equa-
tion, the three states depend on each
other, and it is in their common interest
that the two agendas advance through
understanding and mutual benefit. It is
undeniable that sovereignty discours-
es continue to be widely disseminated
and broadly accepted in society, but it
is important to recognize that the Se -
curity and Prosperity Partnership of
North America (SPP) opens the door to
the principle of trilateralism (Mexico-
United States-Canada) with a force
unprecedented until now. We should

remember, for example, that Mexico and
Canada negotiated their accords about
intelligent borders with the United
States separately.

Despite the mutual dependence
among the three economies and the
shared responsibility for preserving
the security perimeter of our continent,
it took four years to establish the basis
for developing mechanisms to expedi-
tiously harmonize security concerns
that the three governments share and
deal with separately (each in its own
territory) and jointly (through common
borders and flights) through the treaty
for intelligent borders, plus certain
cus toms regulations that have created
more trust and made it possible for the
flow of persons and goods to go faster.

Despite the differences that both
Canada and Mexico had in their bi la t -
eral relations with the United States,
the issues of prosperity and security
would become the axis of the trilateral
meeting held in Waco, Texas, in March
2005. Security and prosperity are now
the minimum basis for common con-
cerns contained in the Se curity and Pros -
perity Partnership of North America.

Some scholars have criticized the
SPP because it does not deal with issues
like migration. Others have attacked
it because it does not fully put forward
the question of regional competitive-
ness in the long term vis-à-vis global
competitors like India, China and the
European Union. In any case, the Waco
summit marked the beginning of the
unfreezing of the growth agenda and
its ranking on the same level of dis-
course as security, which, as has been
commented, had “monopolized” bilat-
eral and trilateral agendas in previous
years. For some, this is a great deal, for
others, very little. But the fact is that it
is something.
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unprecedented until now.



In addition, it is a positive step be -
cause although only slightly and in a
flexible way it continues the trend of
institutionalizing relations more in the
region and developing something like
North American institutions in which
mutual trust can grow, even if only as
a reference point. The SPP is already
an acronym recognized in diplomatic,
specialized language.

The SPP does not imply a change in
the trend; it is also a trilateral agenda
with specific content and work sched -
ules that are worthwhile examining in
order to neither under- nor overestimate
the instrument. The two fundamental
chapters are prosperity and se curity. Let
us look at what each contains sepa-
rately.

PROSPERITY

The three countries have established
an agenda with an eye toward 2007.
In short, the SPP reflects the intent of
having a trilateral regulatory framework
for cooperation to make the norms and
test and prerequisite development com -
patible for access to the North Amer -
ican market.

Outstanding among the joint actions
for specific sectors is the development
of a strategy for trade in steel, and the
creation of an Automotive Council with
a vision on a North Amer ican scale of
the challenges that the issues of com-
petitiveness, regulation and automo-
tive security represent for the three
countries, as well as their relationship
to the global market.

Another of the common concerns
is growing counterfeiting and piracy.
The SPP’s proposal is that each country
fight fake and counterfeit products in
their own territory and develop a coor-

dinated stra tegy in 2006 to deal with
this crime, which increasingly threatens
intellectual property rights and glo bal
compe titiveness in the region.

Of course, the accord mentions a
series of issues that show the overlap
of the economy and security, some of
them related, for example, with the
movement of goods or bio-protection.
With regard to the latter, it should be
pointed out that all the signers are de -
termined to arrive at a specific accord
to ensure the scrutiny and inspection of
containers of dangerous materials and
establish mechanisms for the mu tual
screening and inspection of laboratory

tests for certain items, particularly chem -
ical, agricultural and pharmaceutical
products. The idea also exists of facil-
itating trade in medical instruments
and natural products and establishing
coordination mechanisms to protect
pu blic health and the consumer.

With regard to moving goods and
services, the SPP contemplates reduc-
ing costs associated with rules of origin,
improving e-commerce by ex panding
the use of electronic signatures and
establishing processes to comply with
the Telecommunications Com mission of
North America. In the sphere of fi nance,
there are plans to increase screen  ing

of money and capital transfers in the
banking system, the stock market and
insurance companies to avoid financ-
ing of illegal activities, particularly those
related to terrorism. Another very im -
portant matter for Mexico is the trilat-
eral determination to make electronic
bank transfers, stock purchases and
on-line insurance coverage more effi-
cient through electronic means. 

More generally —and this should
not be underestimated— the heads of
state of the three countries have charged
a specialized group with presenting a
ministerial report by the end of 2006 to
identify the elements affecting North
American competitiveness. This report
may be just bureaucratic, but it could
also be the starting point for something
really important in terms of a common
effort for dyna mizing the three coun-
tries’ economies. We shall see.

SECURITY

The SPP’s most important chapter is
about security. The dominant topics
have to do with air space and the con-
trol of people’s entries and exits.

With regard to air transport, trina-
tional efforts are based on the will to
broaden and improve the use of air
space. A good many companies of the
sector, particularly in the United States,
have been hard hit by the image of
September 11 and the security mea-
sures they have been subjected to.
Innumerable passengers worldwide
avoid flying in U.S. carriers if at all
possible, which has had a considerable
impact.

There is also a proposal to work on
a bilateral security accord for Mexico-
U.S. commercial aviation and support
border planning about exchange of in -

Joint work by security 
agencies will make a smoother 

ex change of intelligence 
information possible with greater
trust in order to successfully carry
out regional operations for the

response to any threat. 
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formation and communications. The
central point of this effort is to revi-
talize the border transportation work-
ing group. The lack of security tech-
nology has created real bottlenecks at
some border crossings. One of the
priorities is to improve this situation
in the short term; that is, by mid-2006
there should be an appreciable im -
provement. Other measures are being
considered to facilitate the operation
of freight car riers, such as intelligent
transport systems and more SENTI or
NEXUS lanes. The SPP puts forward the
trilateral de velopment of measures for
inspecting cargo before it leaves a
foreign port and standardizing the in -
s pection and security rules and proce-
dures in first ports of entry into North
America.

Another important section is re -
lated to frequent travelers who for le gi -
timate reasons (business, studies, fam-
ily or tourism) must move through North
America. In that sense, the three coun -
tries have committed themselves to
standardizing the biometric elements
of identity documents like pas sports,
visas and residency cards to optimize
the use of technological resources in
fully identifying individuals, expediting
entries and exits and reducing migra-
tory officials’ discretional powers, which
have invited abuses and excesses against
honest citizens. Today, many U.S. entry
points post a sign warning travelers not
to joke about security matters, but
there are also others reminding migra -
tion officials that they are the face of
the United States and are expected to
behave accordingly. Many Mexicans
already have passports with multiple
security features; standardization should
conclude by 2008.

Bio-protection is also an issue of re -
gional concern. Borders are useful for

many things, but in the case of North
America, they are so porous and the
enormous flow of goods and people
across them make it impossible to ensure
protection without joint efforts. A sa n -
itary shield is of direct interest to the
three countries, which have commit-
ted to a regional strategy to deal with
natural or intentional threats to public
health and the food and agricultural
system. Natural disasters, particularly
the devastating effects of Katrina, have
thrown into relief the need for coop-
eration on this front and the benefits
of understanding among partners and
neighbors.

The central concern in the chapter
on security lies in appropriately coor-
dinating actions for prevention and res -
ponse to threats inside North Ame rica.
To guarantee synchronized action in
this effort, the SPP proposes to increase
cooperation on matters related to the
administration of justice. It is hoped
that joint work by security agencies will
make possible a smoother ex change
of intelligence information with greater
trust in order to successfully carry out
regional operations for protection, pre -
vention and the response to any threat.
The exchange of information about
“restricted nation  alities” that enter into

any North Ame rican port, as well as
relative convergence of visa policies
about third countries (Brazil, for exam-
ple) are key for the region’s security. 

The SPP also has other less devel-
oped chapters whose very mention
should be considered a symptom of in -
terest. First is energy. In theory, in June
2006, a meeting will be held to explore
the possibilities for cooperation in this
field. The second is the environment.
In this chapter, the actions are more
concrete and are linked to the reduction
of sulphur emissions and developing
a report on air quality in the region.

PERSPECTIVES

Just a couple of thoughts to conclude:
the SPP can be seen as a turning point
in North America after the 2001 crisis.
Although security continues to domi-
nate, other issues on the bilateral and
trilateral agendas are now increasing-
ly important for our leaders.

The SPP tends to make our prob-
lems trilateral, thus giving more pres-
ence to North America, turning it into
something more than the sum of two
intense bilateral relationships.

Lastly, the SPP tends to create greater
trust among the three trade partners
and to confirm that the region’s global
competitiveness does not depend on
what each of the countries can do se p -
arately. In other words, the SPP incip-
iently recognizes that the great dispute
over markets, jobs and investments is
not going to be played out in North
America, but against other emerging re -
gions of the world that are more inte-
grated and in tune than we are. In short,
faced with the great challenge of the
twenty-first century, we are not on dif -
ferent sides.
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